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GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTERS

Presentations will be in Croatian and English. Presenters will record their talk. The advantage of 
that is one’s own control of the quality of the recorded material. After that, please submit the pres-
entation to the ATGP/FM web-page: (www.dnoom.hr).
Please, meet the deadlines since it is even more important for the Congress conducted in the vir-
tual form. 
• Deadline for Abstracts submission is 21 March 2021.
•  Papers will be received from 15 February till 21 March 2021 exclusively by on-line applications via 

www.dnoom.hr
•  Deadline for recorded lectures and presentations is 14 April 2021.

Conflict of interest statement  
Possible conflict of interest does not necessarily mean something is wrong. However, it is our eth-
ical obligation to inform the participants to avoid unintentional confusion. That is the reason why 
the Scientific Committee will, on behalf of ATGP/FM, declare possible conflicts of interest of our 
lecturers and poster presenters. They are all invited to submit their conflict of interest statements 
to the Scientific Committee of the ATGP/FM Congress.

Case reports
Case reports section developed into a very popular meeting point of family physicians and clinical 
specialists. That part of the programme has become a place for talking and debating about the 
methods of managing some cases, regardless of whether it is about common or rare health issues. 
Clinical and family specialists will interactively participate in the debate. This time the specialist of 
nephrology, the head of the emergency service of the Merkur Hospital will also be with us. Three 
best case reports will be rewarded - the first prize is the 2022 ATGP/FM Congress fee.

Junior teachers 
Junior teachers section has been designed with the aim of improving the skills of composing and 
delivering presentations within the given time limits and of achieving the best possible presenting 
with clear messages to the audience. This part of the programme is dedicated to young teachers’ 
work in building and improving the presentations skills of transferring knowledge and is based on 
independent work supported by mentors. Three best presentations or lectures will be rewarded - 
the first prize is the 2022 ATGP/FM Congress fee.

Free topics  
Many teachers and physicians aspiring to become teachers have been submitting their papers with 
topics outside the main topic of the Congress and, consequently, we established the Free topic 
section for such lectures and presentations. 

Poster presentations section    
Poster presentation section will have its virtual space which will be open during the Congress. 
Poster presentations will be designed following the propositions published on the ATGP/FM web-
page. Poster presentation abstracts will be published in the Congress Book of Abstracts. Three 
best case reports will be rewarded - the first prize is the 2022 ATGP/FM Congress fee.
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INFORMATION FOR CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS  

Programme changes    
ATGP/FM is not to be held responsible for programme changes due to external or unforeseen 
circumstances. 
We are looking forward to working together.

Enclosures:

1. Guidelines on writing abstracts

2. Guidelines on writing case reports

3. Guidelines on designing and creating E poster presentations

4. Guidelines on creating ORCID identification codes

5. Guidelines on utilising ORCID identification codes

6. Record your own presentations

7. Useful tips for preparing a presentation (ppt)
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1. GUIDELINES FOR ABSTRACTS  

Guidelines for abstracts in Croatian and English are the same. Abstracts have to be submitted in 
both languages. An abstract should be concise, clear and accurate presentation of the paper. It is 
a separate unit which has to be intelligible and contain all relevant data in itself, without the paper 
on which it is based. Less known or author’s own abbreviations should be avoided, while pictures 
and tables will not be mentioned. It is written in the past tense. Scientists often search through 
literature based on the abstract which means that it should contain the most important results and 
messages of a paper. The abstract usually comprises these elements:  
•  Aim of research – hypothesis, scientific question, purpose; 
•  Short description of the method 
•  Results, including specific data – if the result is quantitative, the most important numbers and 

statistical data will be indicated 
•  Significant conclusions or questions arising from the research
However, some elements need to be mentioned, depending on the type of the scientific paper. 
Forms and corresponding subtitles of case report and narrative review abstracts.   

Technical data regarding abstracts 

PARTS OF THE TEXT DESIGN ALIGNMENT ADDITIONAL SPACING

Title Heading 1, Font: Times New Roman 
14, Capital first letter, bolded Centred Triple-spaced

Subtitle Heading 1, Font: Times New Roman 
12, Capital first letter, bolded Centred No additional spacing

Author’s and  
co-author’s name 
and surname*

Normal, font: Times New Roman 12, 
Capital first letter, bolded
Sequence number of the author is 
superscripted after their name

Centred Double-spaced under 
the title/ subtitle

Affiliation / Name of 
the practice, institu-
tion, organisation

Author’s practice and/or institution is 
written after their sequence number Left Double-spaced under 

the author/ co- author

Address for  
correspondence

Corresponding address, e-mail  
address (in black) and ORCID iD 
(https://orcid.org/) 

Left No additional spacing

ORCID
List of authors with their ORCID iDs 
after each name 
font: Times New Roman 12

The same line, 
after the  
author’s name

Double-spaced

Abstract  
(subtitles)**

Normal, font: Times New Roman 12, 
Capital first letter, bolded Left Triple-spaced

Text of the abstract Normal, font: Times New Roman 12 Justified The same line after  
the subtitle

Key words:
(title) 

Normal, font: Times New Roman 12, 
bolded, italic Max. 5 (MeSH) Left Triple-spaced

Key words (text) Normal, font: Times New Roman 12,  
italic Max. 5 (MeSH) Left The same line after  

the title

References (Titles) Normal, font:  
Title Times New Roman 9, bolded Left Double-spaced

References text Normal, font:  
Title Times New Roman 9 Double-spaced
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* If there are more authors, names and surnames are in the same line with the affiliation 
after each name

Abstracts are constituent parts of papers and will be structured likewise. 

** Subtitles in abstracts of research papers: Introduction including the aim, Respondents 
and methods, Results, Conclusion. 

Title: Bolded, capital first letter, Max 350 words

** Subtitles in abstracts of case reports: Introduction including the aim, Case presentation, 
Results, Conclusion.  

Max. 500 words.

** Subtitles in abstracts of narrative reviews: Introduction including the aim, Discussion, 
Conclusion. 

Max. 500 words. 
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2. GUIDELINES FOR CASE REPORTS 

When you decide to write a case report, start with the question: “What are the reasons which 
made me want to present a case from my practice?”

Structure of a case report
1. Introduction in the particularity of the case, existing knowledge about the topic
2. Aim of the paper
3. Case report
 • Main indications and symptoms
 • Final diagnosis, therapy and outcome
 • Chronological course
4. Discussion
 • Explanation of the case particularity
 • What is not known about the topic
 • Comparison of the case and literature data
 • Messages ensuing from the case
 • Guidelines for further research / clinical approach
5. Conclusion
 • Assessment of the case significance and repetition of the main message
6. References
 •  Text related references will be given on every slide, especially in the Introduction and   

Discussion
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3. GUIDELINES FOR POSTERS

Technical instructions

1. E-POSTERS will be saved as JPG files:

 • Dimensions of E-POSTERS have to be 1920x1080 pixels (landscape format).

 • Please, do not use fonts below 10 pt.

 • The fill must not excede 20 MB.

2. E-POSTER in the PowerPoint formatu and saved as .ppt ili .pptx file:

 • Must contain ONLY ONE slide with the content of the poster.

 •  Please use fonts compatible on PC and Mac operative systems  
(Arial, Courier New, Georgia, Helvetica, Times, Times New Roman)

 •  Must be designed in the landscape format, dimensions: 50,80 x 25,35 cm.

•  The text can be written in Croatian or English, translated according to the professional standard.

•  Title, names of the author and co-author, mentor/s, institution, department, specialty and corre-
sponding address (author’s e-mail address) are written at the top of the poster.

•  12th Congress (ATGP/FM), Zagreb is written at the bottom of the poster.

•  Photos have to be clear and sharp.

•  Pictures have to be numbered.

References

Adhere to the Vancouver method of referencing and citation:

 • Books   

 SURNAME, Name, Title: subtitle, edition, place of publication: publisher, year of  
 publication if there are two or more authors:

 SURNAME 1, Name 1; Name 2 SURNAME 2; Name 3 SURNAME 3, Title : subtitle, edition, 
 place of publication: publisher, year of publication

 • Journal article or paper in Conference proceedings

  SURNAME, Name, “Title : subtitle”, Journal (or Proceedings), volume number or year, num-
ber, editor, place of publishing : publisher, year of publishing, numbers of first and last page, 
referenced pages

 • Article in an electronic journal or on a web-page 

  (SURNAME, Name,) “Title of the document”, Web-page name / Title of e-journal, editor (in 
case of e-journal), full http address (<http://...>), date of document publishing and and/or 
accessing the document

See guidelines for texts for other examples for citations.
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Useful tips: 

•  Posters should follow the structure of scientific papers (research papers, case reports, reviews 
(see guidelines for abstracts).

•  Be imaginative in order to capture the interest of the audience 

•  Make use of the space, but do not overstuff it with text nor pictures. Not every detail needs to 
be presented because posters are also briefly orally presented

•  Select an appropriate background colour.

•  Select an appropriate text colour – good contrast facilitates reading

•  Use bright glaring colours sparingly – only for emphasis 

•  Do not use upper case letters nor more than two fonts 

•  Titles and subtitles should be written in proportionally bigger fonts than the body of the text. 

•  Be consistent in formatting your text.
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4. GUIDELINES FOR OBTAINING ORCID IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) is a six digit alphanumerical code for the unique 
identification of scientific and academic authors, which addresses the problem of inconsistencies 
and incomplete protection of papers published only under the name and surname of the author. 
ORCID enables a reliable connection between you and your papers, affiliations and awards, dis-
abling confusions between the identity of two people, enables managing available scientific and 
personal information, facilitates the recognition of you and your work in the academic circles and 
represents life-long digital identifier, also being free and simple to use.

The main aim of ORCID is to facilitate the “transition to e-science” and the availability of infor-
mation and communication among authors because of a growing body of published professional 
literature

Step 1. Open the page www.orcid.org

Step 2. Choose the option “Register now!” in the “Register” paragraph.
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Step  3. Fill in the form, by writing your name, surname and your official e-mail address

Step 4.  Design and confirm a password for your ORCID account. Using the same password for all 
open user accounts is recommended, so as to avoid problems related to losing or forget-
ting data necessary to register
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Step 5.  Before finalising the registration procedure, set the default visibility settings (the “Pub-
lic” option is recommended in order to facilitate availability and communication among 
authors) and the desired frequency of e-mail inbox notifications on your ORCID account.  
Tick the box next to “I’m not a robot” and the one next to the „Terms of use“ to confirm 
that you have accepted them. Choose the “Register” option at the bottom of the form.

Step 6.  Log in your given e-mail address and find the related e-message which has arrived in the 
meantime. There is a link in the message. Click on it to be redirected to your ORCID appli-
cation form.
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Based on Scholar Google, ORCID i ResearcherID” 
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5.  GUIDELINES FOR ORCID IDENTIFICATION CODE PERSONAL USE

Step 0.  The existence of an active Google user account (gmail e-address) is a prerequisite for cre-
ating the record in the Google Scholar system. If you do not have such a user account, you 
can create it on this link: https://accounts.google.com/SignUp

Step 1.  Open the Google Scholar page in your browser − www.scholar.google

Step 2.  Choose the option “Register” in the upper right corner of the screen.

Step 3. Register using the above mentioned Google account (gmail).
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Step 4. Choose the option “My profile” at the top of the screen.

Step 5.  Google automatically starts searching the Internet using your name. See if all publications 
Google has found are yours.

Step 6.  Conduct a selection of identified publications, using the icons before the list of publicati-
ons next to titles. Use “Configure updates”. Add the missing publications and remove the 
duplicates. Leave the ticks in front of the correctly entered publications.
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Step 7.  You will see the page where Google Scholar informs you about the possibility of automatic 
updates of your records. Choose the option “No automatic updates” because otherwise 
the system might automatically add publications by authors with similar names.

Step 8.  Your Google Scholar record is public now.

Based on Scholar Google, ORCID i ResearcherID” 
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6.  RECORD YOUR OWN PRESENTATIONS

Step 1 Open your Power point program. In the lower left corner, select “options”
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Step 2  After selecting “options” a new window will open, select “Customize ribbon” in the left 
column

Step 3  In the right column, select “record
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Step 4  After selecting “record” click on “ok”

Step 5  Now open your presentation. You can use an existing presentation with which you just want 
to record sound or go to “File” - “New presentation” and create a presentation from the 
beginning.

Step 6  Your presentation now has a “recording” option. If you want to record, click on “Record 
slide show”
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Step 7  Now your presentation looks like this. You can shoot sound, movie… When you are ready to 
record, click on “record”

Step 8  When you’re done shooting, click the x in the upper right corner.
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Step 9  If your presentation is finished, as always, go to “file” - “save as” and save your presentation

Step 10  Your presentation is now saved to your desktop
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7. USEFUL TIPS FOR PREPARING A PRESENTATION (PPT)

• write in the form of clues, preferably avoiding whole sentences

• include 4-5 points per slide that are interconnected

• use only keywords and phrases, do not display too much information at the same time,

• if there is one at the bottom of the page, state the reference (smaller font)

• use standard fonts such as Times New Roman, Aria, Verdana

• use a font of 24-28, the main entry is in 32, and the title in font 44

• images and animations should be adapted to the text and not distracting

• at the end of the presentation a slide for listener questions


